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Fashion Icons Zine

This project reflects my passion for magazines and fashion design. I decided to create my zine on the topic of fashion, as I am inspired daily 

by many celebrities and well-known fashion icons. I have researched some celebrities considered fashion icons like Billy Porter and Zendaya. 

Other celebrities mentioned are ones I think are iconic when it comes to what they wear, like BTS V and Harry Styles. I also added Princess 

Diana because her fashion style and time are slowly returning in recent years. The zine is an inspiration to others who also enjoy the topic of 

‘fashion,’ and those who are not as informed about these celebrities could learn about whom they are and read the articles written on them.

Click here for interactive zine!

https://issuu.com/monicagraphics/docs/monica_zine_5a194f7899283e








Geometric Portrait

This project features the geometric portraits of celebrities Ariana Grande, V of BTS, and Suga of BTS. Geometric illustrations have a wide 

variety of use, either for posters, movies, or album covers. This illustration style is unique with correlation to their colors and shapes, making 

this design fun to use for many design solutions. I used Adobe Photoshop on the pictures of each singer to alter the hues and add color to the 

portraits, then formed the shapes in Illustrator using the pen tool to give each illustration its unique character. 











Museum Ad Campaign

Dubai is known for its tallest building globally and its futuristic city life. When I heard a museum had recently opened in Dubai and heard it 

had won the title ‘Architectural Miracle,’ I was inspired to learn more about the museum and what makes it perfect. After researching, I decided 

to create an ad campaign for the Museum of The Future. Each ad page showcases one of the exhibitions in the museum, along with headlines 

that demand a call to action. The campaign aligns with the museum’s motto and mission, ‘designing a future from your imagination.’ I added 

a body text I derived from the museum’s website to inform the viewer about the image and link the viewer to the museum’s social media to 

learn more about each exhibition. 





* Body text credits to www.museumofthefuture.ae/en 

https://museumofthefuture.ae/en


* Body text credits to www.museumofthefuture.ae/en 
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Geo-filters

Social media filters have been in constant use since 2014, with the launch of Snapchat. Other applications like TikTok, Instagram, and Facebook 

also use filters; however, Snapchat remains the best-used app for filters for their unique function of geofilters. Geofilters enable your viewers 

to see fun illustrations made in your area. I created this project with that thought in mind. I wanted a fun design that displays the location and 

showcases what the site is known for the most. For example, Kittery is mainly known for its lobsters and seafood cuisine. Hawaii is known for 

its greeting ‘Aloha!’ and its hibiscus flower. New York City is known for its building lights and Statue of Liberty. This way, the viewers know 

your location, but they are also intrigued to use the filter while capturing a moment representing the city or state.





GOGO Package Design

Go-Go soda can design is a package design created to show understanding of space and packaging. If placed on shelves, I made the design to 

attract passers-by’s attention, attracting more customers. The soda colors are highly saturated compared to the colors people usually associate 

with the flavors. Mango drinks should be in orange or yellow colors; however, I chose the complementary shade of orange and blue. I did the 

same with the strawberry flavor. However, when it came to the lemon-lime soda, the best-associated color is yellow, although usually shown as 

green. I purposely made this design choice to stand out amongst other brands.











GIF

With the constant use of social media comes the use of gifs, either as memes or to describe one’s feelings. I created simple gifs using words 

used daily with colors and forms reflecting the emotion transmitted from the phrase. The term YOLO (You Only Live Once) describes the 

feeling of “just do what you want without overthinking,” here, I used a psychedelic effect to reflect on a mini euphoria. YIKES is used when 

something unexpected happens and is mainly “bad.” Hence, I decided on elongating the typography effect to reflect the situation where the 

user would use the gif. As for the last gif, I decided on a simple LOL because who wouldn’t want to laugh out loud? 



Click here to play “YOLO”!

https://youtu.be/QmbVswv3WP4


Click here to play “Yikes”

https://youtube.com/shorts/sjR0ZUbY1SE?feature=share


Click here to play “LOL”

https://youtube.com/shorts/crx8yraewBo?feature=share


ADDY Campaign

This project collaborates with the AAF-NEA for the annual ADDY awards event. I was on the volunteer committee and designed the place-

mats represented in the event, matching the campaign theme. The campaign theme for the AAF-NEA 2022 was ‘80’s arcade games’. One of the 

designs shows the game ‘Tetris,’ another is ‘Galaga,’ and the third is ‘Q*Bert.’











Funky Arablish Font

I created this fun typeface inspired by the Arabic calligraphy style. The font has edgy corners and curves as seen in the Arabic language, but 

since it is in English letters, The typeface looks more fun and less as serious as it would be if written in Arabic. The font started as a hand-

drawn sketch, then image traced, added more letters, numbers, and symbols, then used a font maker website to create it into a working font.

Click here to download working font ‘Funky Arablish.’

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dmTD_8VtuQIV4n3wb6WJsTLk1xpvS4dG?usp=sharing




Huntington Square Campaign

This project collaborates with Grace Hill, Faith Tatum, and Coty Western for The Polish Agency and Huntington Square in Jonesboro, 

Arkansas. The campaign targets families and invites them to a welcoming place where they can celebrate events, book a hotel room, and have a 

friendly neighborhood gym and outdoor food area. Our campaign concentrates on inviting children, as the location is considered a safe area for 

kids to play and run while still being under the supervision of their parents.










